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Another Way...
 
 
Purchasing a suit can be extremely difficult for vegans. The vast majority of suits are
made using animal products, such as wool, silk and cashmere. Even suits that use
synthetic fabrics are not guaranteed to be vegan, as things like buttons, linings and the
inner canvasing can all be made from animal products.
 
At Vegan Tailoring, we 
are experts in suit construction 
and take great care in ensuring 
that our vegan suits 
are 100% free of animal products.
 

To help you navigate the world of
vegan suits, we have produced this
guide detailing cruelty-free options

available to vegans.
Read on for more...

"The Revolution Will Look

Fabulous."

- Lucy Shea



What Makes a Non-Vegan Suit?



Cloth
 

 
There are a number of choices available for vegan-friendly
fabrics. Here are a few of our favourites...
 
Cotton and Linen
For summer suits, cotton or linen are an
excellent choice as they are highly breathable
and lightweight. However, they do have a tendency to
crease.
 
Velvet
For those wishing to make more of a statement, many velvets
are free of animal products. A fantastic choice for evening and
formalwear.
 
Corduroy
For a statement sports jacket, then corduroy is your number one
choice. It's made from 100% cotton and the name comes from
the French 'corde du roi' meaning 'cord of the King.' Very regal!
 
 
Bamboo
This is a firm favourite of ours at vegan tailoring. Beautifully soft
and the most like wool, bamboo is a great alternative to wool.
Read on to find out more...
 
 



There are more than 
1,000 species of bamboo in the
world, although only about 50
varieties are used for commercial
purposes. The most common
species used in the textile industry
is Phyllostachys pubescens – or
Moso bamboo – has been
dubbed ‘panda-friendly’ because
pandas do not eat it or inhabit 
the area where it grows. Facts 

About 

Bamboo

Bamboo cloth is typically made 
by using steam to extract the leaves and soft inner
pith and then crushing them to make yarn. It can
also be blended with cotton yarn. This process gives
bamboo its soft, silky feel. 

Bamboo can grow in almost any climate,
from cold mountains to tropical regions, and is
thought to cover around 50 million acres of

the Earth’s surface. 

Tests have shown that
bamboo has natural

antibacterial
properties, thanks to a

bio-agent called
‘Bamboo Kun’. 

It can absorb almost twice
the amount of moisture as

cotton. It’s also highly
wrinkle-resistant and has

fantastic temperature
control, making it a great
option on both cool and

warm days. 

Its tensile strength
– resistance to

being pulled apart
– is stronger than

steel.

Bamboo



What Makes a Vegan Suit?



One thing that you may not have realised is that not all buttons are vegan. In fact, many
suits are made with horn buttons, which are carved from animal horns. Some suits also use
mother of pearl buttons, which are made from shells. Neither are appropriate options for
vegans. 
Our favourite buttons are made from animal-friendly Corozo, a product made from the shell
of a tree nut. They have a beautiful natural grain and are extremely porous, meaning that
they take colour very well. 

Buttons



Whilst many suits today are made with
animal-friendly fabrics, some still use silk
blends, so make sure that you check the
content of your suit's lining. 
 
Our vegan lining options are all made
from viscose and cupro, which are truly
excellent. Lightweight and breathable,
they will ensure that you feel
comfortable in your suit, even in the
heat. Cupro is particularly comfortable to
wear, being durable and anti-static with
a silky touch. It is made from cotton
fiber, which has been altered to create
it's unique properties. 
 

Lining



Flip up the collar of your jacket
to check whether it has a melton.
If it does, it could be made of
wool felt. 
 
To avoid using animal products,
ask your tailor to make your
under collar from the same cloth
as the jacket or you could opt for
a synthetic felt melton. 
 
Either option is suitable for
vegans and will give as much
structure as a wool melton.

The Melton



THANK YOU!
 

Thank you for taking the time to read our
 Complete Guide to Vegan Suits. 

 
We hope that you found it useful in clarifying what
exactly makes a vegan suit. If you are interested in

having a bamboo suit made for you we would love to
help! 

 
The Vegan Tailoring Team

 


